
Friends Into Lovers: Review Of Eric Edgemont's "Friend Zone Escape Plan" Released By PUABooks.net 

Summary: PUABooks.net releases a review of Friends Into Lovers, an audio training course for men intent on  
taking things past the platonic level with a female friend.

Friends Into Lovers has recently become a best-selling guide for men looking to turn a female friend into a lover, 
drawing a review from PUABooks.net's Clint Johnson.

"As a guy who has been stuck in the 'let's just be friends zone' on more than one occasion, I know that incredible 
frustration that this situation can cause," reports Johnson. "When Eric Edgemont came out with his Friends Into 
Lovers program I was very curious to hear his insights on this all too common predicament."

The "Friend Zone" scenario occurs when one party in a platonic relationship develops unrequited romantic 
feelings for the other. While Edgemont's Friends Into Lovers course addresses this situation from the male 
perspective, people of both genders may find themselves dealing with this unfortunate problem.

Johnson explains the necessity for a course on going from friends to lovers:

"Many men fail to express their romantic interest in a woman properly, or in a timely fashion," says Johnson. 
"Then, before they know it they are cast into the role of 'platonic friend' or 'big brother' with no idea how to 
properly reframe the relationship to suit their unmet desires. With Friends Into Lovers, Edgemont is giving guys 
a step by step road-map for getting out of the friend zone and taking things to the next level, based on his own 
personal experience."

Friends Into Lover provides information on why exactly men fall into the friend zone in the first place, and what 
they can do to stay out of it in the future. In addition, customers are provided with complete instructions on how 
to reframe their relationships in order to turn things around with the women they wish to form intimate 
relationships with.

"Misunderstanding how to properly express interest in a woman is a major factor that leads into the 'friend 
zone'," says Johnson. "Edgemont's explanation of this and his techniques for changing a woman's perceptions of 
a man will undoubtedly clear up a lot of the confusion his listeners may be suffering from."

The Friends Into Lovers training course is available digitally online, allowing customers instant access to all 
training materials. Those wishing to purchase Friends Into Lovers, or for more information, click here.

Clint Johnson reviews popular dating guides and self-help programs for men on his website PUABooks.net. 
Johnson's review of Friends Into Lovers is available at the following web address: http://puabooks.net/eric-
edgemonts-new-friends-into-lovers-program-to-help-you-out-of-the-friend-zone/
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